INTRODUCTION
The issue of Genericity of a property plays an equally important role as the issue of stability in Mathematics, Mathematical and Physical sciences, and other sciences also. When we define a certain property of a topological space, or a measure space, or property of a dynamical system or that of a space-time in the theory of relativity, we expect that such a property will hold for "almost all" objects. The word "generic" is used to describe such properties. Thus, properties that hold for "typical" examples are called generic properties. For instance, "a generic polynomial does not have a root at zero," or "A generic matrix is invertible." As another example, "If f : M → N is a smooth function between smooth manifolds, then a generic point of N is not a critical value of f ." (This is by Sard's theorem.) There are many different notions of "generic" (what is meant by "almost all") in mathematics, with corresponding dual notions of "almost none" (negligible set). The two main classes are: ( I ) In measure theory, we say that a property is generic if it holds almost everywhere. This means that a property holds for all points except for a set of measure zero. ( II ) In topology and algebraic geometry, a generic property is one that holds on a dense open set, or more generally on a residual set, with the dual concept being a nowhere dense set, or more generally a meagre set. In discrete mathematics, one uses the term "almost all" to mean cofinite (all but finitely many), cocountable (all but countably many), for sufficiently large numbers, or, sometimes, asymptotically almost surely. The concept is particularly important in the study of random graphs. As mentioned above, in topology and algebraic geometry, a generic property is one that holds on a dense open set, or more generally on a residual set (a countable intersection of dense open sets), with the dual concept being a closed nowhere dense set, or more generally a meagre set (a countable union of nowhere dense closed sets). Same definition is used in the theory of Dynamical Systems also. However, "denseness" alone is not sufficient to characterize a generic property. This can be seen even in the real numbers, where both the rational numbers and their complement, the irrational numbers, are dense in the set of real numbers. Since it does not make sense to say that both a set and its complement exhibit typical behavior, both the rationals and irrationals cannot be examples of sets large enough to be typical. Consequently we rely on the stronger definition above which implies that the irrationals are typical and the rationals are not. We also note that none of these sets is an open subset of real numbers under usual topology. For applications, if a property holds on a residual set, it may not hold for every point, but perturbing it slightly will generally land one inside the residual set, and these are thus the most important case to address in theorems and algorithms. For function spaces, a property is generic in C r (M, N) if the set holding this property contains a residual subset in the C r topology. Here C r (M, N) is the function space whose members are continuous functions with r continuous derivatives from a manifold M to a manifold N. This topology is often used in the mathematics literature and is well-known as Whitney-C r topology. We also note that the space C r (M, N) of C r mappings between M and N is a Baire space and hence any residual set is dense. This property of the function space is what makes generic properties typical. In Diferential geometry, Ebin [1] in his Ph.D. thesis in 1967, and in his subsequent article in 1970, studied the space M of Riemannian metrics on a compact manifold of dimension > 1 and endowed it with a topology and differential structure induced by that on the space of mappings between two manifolds. In this work, he proved that the subset of the space M consisting of metrics with trivial isometry group forms an open and dense subset of M. In this sense, this property is generic. As we shall see later, this property is not sufficient to ensure our result on linearization stability. In general theory of relativity, there are few properties of a space-time which are known to be generic. For example, Hawking [5] remarks that a property of a space-time being stably causal is a generic property. Another generic property is the "generic condition" used in Hawking-Penrose singularity theorems ( see for example, Hawking and Ellis [6] ). Beem and Harris [7] proved this result in mathematical detils. In the present short paper, we show that "linearization stability" of Einstein Field Equations is a Generic Property. More specifically, we prove that in the class V of space-times which admit a compact Cauchy hypersurface of constant mean curvature, the subclass V K of space-times which are linearization stable forms an open and dense subset of V under C ∞ -topology. In classical general relativity, Einstein field equations for vacuum space-times are described by Ein( 4 g) = 4 R µν − resulting from evolution of a three dimensional spacelike hypersurface M which is usually taken as three dimensional compact or non-compact Riemannian manifold, then spacetime can be described as M × R and above field equations can be split into four constraint equations and six evolution equations in terms of three dimensional quantities defined on M. This is well-known as ADM formalism (see, for example, Misner,Thorne and Wheeler [8] , Chapter 21) and splitting uses Gauss-Codazzi equations from differential geometry. These equations are given as follows : Constraint equations:
(This is known as Hamiltonian constraint equation), and
(This is known as Momentum constraint equation).
Here, g is the sufficiently smooth Riemannian metric on M induced by 4 g µν , K
denotes the second fundamental form corresponding to g, π ′ = (K − (tr K)g) and π = π ′ ⊗ µ g where µ g is the volume element corresponding to g. π is momentum density conjugate to g and (g, π) form vacuum initial data in ADM ( Hamiltonian) formalism from which space-time evolves.
Evolution equations are given as follows:
Here N is the Lapse function and X is the shift vector field,
We consider the Constraint function Φ = (Φ 0 ,
Mathematical aspects of this formalism such as the problem of linearization stability and its relationship with the presence of Killing fields, manifold structure of set of solutions of constraint equations and existence and uniqueness of solutions of constraint equations for vacuum spacetimes as well as spacetime with matter fields such as electromagnetic fields, Yang-Mills fields, scalar fields etc. attracted attention of mathematicians and theoretical physicists for more than four decades. These aspects are aptly described in the review articles by Fischer and Marsden [2] , Choquet-Bruhat and York [9] and papers by Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief [3] , Arms [10, 11] , Saraykar and Joshi [12] and Saraykar [13, 14] , Isenberg [15] and Choquet-Bruhat, Isenberg and Pollock [16] . In the present paper, we restrict our attention to vacuum space-times for simplicity. As far as coupled matter fields are concerned, we make some remarks at the end of the paper. Thus, in Section 2, we describe definition of 'linearization stability' of vaccun Einstein field equations and the results on this aspect proved by Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief which are needed for our purpose. We also state our main theorem. In Section 3, we give the proof of the main theorem and make some concluding remarks about Einstein field equations coupled with different matter fields and also about asymptotically flat space-times.
Definition and results on Linearization Stability
In this section we give the basic definitions and results on linearization stability. This section is based on the work by Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief [2, 3] We begin with the following definition : Definition : Let Φ : X −→ Y be a non-linear differential operator between Banach spaces or Banach manifolds of maps X and Y (over a compact manifold ) . Consider the equation Φ(x) = y 0 for y 0 ∈ Y . Let T x X denote the tangent space to X at x ∈ X, and let [2] . In proving our main theorem, we shall need the following important results about Linearization Stability which are proved in [2] . We state them one by one: Theorem 1 : The Einstein system , defined by the evolution equations and constraint equations described above can be written as , π) ) * · N X where J is the complex structure and N and X are the Lapse function and the shift vector field. Let C H = {(g, π) : Φ 0 (g, π) = 0} denote the set of solutions of Hamiltonian constraint, and C δ = {(g, π) : Φ i (g, π) = 0} denote the set of solutions of momentum constraint. Thus, C = C H C δ is the constraint set for Einstein system. Moreover, we assume the following conditions : C H : If π = 0, then g is not flat; C δ :If for X ∈ χ(M), L X g = 0 and L X π = 0 , then X = 0 C tr : trπ ′ is a constant on M.
Then we have the following theorem :
Theorem 2: Let (g, π) ∈ C H C δ satisfy the conditions C H , C δ and C tr given above. Then the constraint set C = C H C δ is a C ∞ submanifold of T * M in a neighborhood of (g, π)with tangent space T (g,π) C = kerDΦ(g, π). Then, we have the following basic theorem on linearization stability. Theorem 3: Let Φ :
Let (g 0 , π 0 ) ∈ C. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
i)The constraint equations Φ(g, π) = 0 are linearization stable at (g 0 , π 0 ), ii)DΦ(g 0 , π 0 ) : The following theorems describe more results on linearization stability, and the isomorphism relationship between the set of independent Killing fields that a space-time admits, and the kernel of DΦ(g 0 , π 0 ) * . It is noteworthy that the conditions which facilitate the property of linearization stability to hold, also makes the operator DΦ(g 0 , π 0 ) * elliptic. This makes further analysis simple because kernel of an elliptic operator is always finite dimensional. Thus we have : Assume that (V, (4) g 0 ) has a compact Cauchy surface M and that (V, (4) 
Moreover, since kernel of an elliptic operator is finite dimensional, a space-time admitting compact CMC hypersurfaces can admit only a finite number of independent Killing fields. It will not be out of place to mention that similar results hold for Einstein field equations coupled with matter fields such as scalar fields, electro-magnetic fields and Yang-Mills fields. See, for example, [10 − 12] . For full analysis of the structure of the space of solutions of Einstein's field equations in the presence of Killing fields, we refer the reader to Fischer, Marsden and Moncrief [3] and Arms, Marsden and Moncrief [18] . See also Saraykar [14] for scalar fields case. We now state our main theorem : Theorem : Let V denote the class of space-times which admit a compact Cauchy hypersurface of constant mean curvature. Then the subclass V K of space-times which are linearization stable form an open and dense subset of V under C ∞ -topology ( in general under Whitney-C r -topology). Thus, in this sense, linearization stability is a generic property.
Proof of the main theorem
We now consider the class V of all vacuum space-times ( equivalently class of Lorentz metrics satisfying Einstein field equations for vacuum space-times ) possessing compact Cauchy hypersurfaces of constant mean curvature (CMC). Such a class of space-times can be endowed with a suitable topology whose choice can be made as per our need. Such topologies have been discussed by Hawking [5] ,Lerner [19] and Beig, Chrusciel and Schoen [4] . For this class of space-times, we have theorems 1 − 6 as proved in Fischer and Marsden [2] , which we have stated in the previous section. We use them in the following argument:
Thus, as noted above,space-times admitting compact CMC hypersurfaces can admit only finite number of independent Killing fields. Also,such a space-time (V, Λ, or 6.K = 0 , M is compact, and the curvature scalar R satisfies R = 2Λ ≤ 0, with a C k,α × C k,α weighted in the non-compact region) topology, with k ≥ k 0 (n) for some K 0 (n)(k ≥6 if n=dimM=3). For each such collection the subset of vacuum initial data sets without global KID is open and dense. Here Λ is a cosmological constant. Since we are considering vacuum space-times, Λ = 0, and hence if (tr g K) is constant, second condition in (5) above is automatically satisfied. Of course, (tr g K) is constant is equivalent to (tr g π) is constant. Beig, Chrusciel and Schoen [4] also prove that above result remains true if Cauchy surface is asymptotically flat or asymptotically hyperbolic. Thus, applying this theorem under condition 5, we conclude that the class V I is open and dense in V. Openness and denseness is to be considered under appropriate topology, as explained in [4] . Thus, as explained above, we can now conclude that the class of space-times possessing compact Cauchy hypersurface of constant mean curvature which are linearization stable forms an open and dense subset of V. In this sense, property of linearization stability is generic. This completes the proof of the theorem. Some remarks are in order.
Remarks : 1. In support of this result, we quote a somewhat similar result proved by Mounoud [20] : Theorem (Theorem 1, Mounoud [20] ) : Let V be a compact manifold with dimension ≥ 2 and M p,q be the set of smooth pseudo-Riemannian metrics of signature (p, q) on V . Then the set G = {g ∈ M p,q : Is(g) = Id} contains a subset that is open and dense in M p,q for the C ∞ -topology. Here, Is(g) denotes isometry group of g.
2.
As remarked in the Introduction, the first result of this kind for Riemannian metrics was proved by Ebin [1] in 1970. He proved that the set of Riemannian metrics without isometries on a compact manifold is open and dense in the set of all Riemannian metrics under suitable topology. Similar but more general results were noted and proved by Henrique de A. Gomes [21] by using Ebin-Palais slice theorem. However, these results do not imply directly the generic property of linearization stability of space-times under consideration, even though the condition that isometry group of g is trivial is equivalent to saying that g admits no non-trivial Killing field. This is because, vanishing of Lie derivative of 4 g with respect to 4 X involves vanishing of Lie derivatives of g and π both, and triviality of isometry group of g alone does not imply that of π. This has been explained in more mathematical details in [4] . Thus, different argument is needed in proving Theorem 1.3 in [4] , which enabled us to prove our result. 3. Finally, in the context of general relativity, it is interesting to note that it is not yet fully known if the above generic result is valid when constant mean curvature condition is removed.
Concluding Remarks :
In this paper, we have proved that within the class V of space-times which admit a compact Cauchy hypersurface of constant mean curvature, the subclass V K of spacetimes which are linearization stable forms an open and dense subset of V under C ∞ -topology. Beig, Chrusciel and Schoen [4] work with C k -topology, but we can as well work with C ∞ -topology. Thus, in this sense, linearization stability is a generic property. For simplicity, we have considered vacuum space-times with compact Cauchy hypresurface of constant mean curvature. It is well-known that (cf. [10 − 12] ) Einstein field equations coupled with matter fields for space-times possessing compact Cauchy surfaces can be written in the Hamiltonian formalism (ADM-formalism) and similar linearization stability analysis is valid for such field equations. Hence, genericity result will also hold for such coupled systems. Moreover, since linearization stability results hold for asymptotically flat space-times also (cf. Choquet-Bruhat [22] and Saraykar [13] ) and the theorem proved by Beig, Chrusciel and Schoen [4] is valid for such spacetimes, linearization stability will remain a generic property for such space-times too.
